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Week 6

For sitting down

This is a warm-up session you can use in the car

on your way to a presentation or performance. Only

use it in a car once you have completed your

training. This is important, because deep breathing

can cause you to feel dizzy or light headed if you

are not used to so much oxygen in your blood.

Also, if you are not confident with the exercises,

you may feel a little self-conscious doing them in

the car where people might see you. This will cause

tension that works against what you are trying to

achieve.

In all good speakers to whom we enjoy

listening it is really their attitude to life that

interests us, and their commitment to what

their are saying. It is their ability to respond

to the situation of the moment immediately,
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not by covering up anything or by putting on
a mask of any sort but by being immediately
and straightforwardly themselves. In our
own way we can all be like that. We exercise
the voice so that it can respond to the
moment and not let us down or hold us
back, but what really matters is what we
reveal ourselves, for each of us has
something to say which is different and, so
interesting.
Cecily Berry – Renowned British actor trainer

and voice coach

Exercises

Introductory exercise

Again, before you start, picture your voice tree
healthy and thriving. What does your unique tree
offer your audience?

This series of exercises nurtures your voice tree
from the bottom up.
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Exercise 1: Root

1. Sit up straight with your weight evenly on
both bum cheeks. Build your spine up vertebra
by vertebra let it grow and lengthen from the
bottom up. Feel an imaginary string pulling you
up from the crown of your head to the ceiling.
Tuck your chin in somewhat and lengthen the
back of your neck. Tighten your stomach and
get your pelvis even. Let your arms rest
comfortably on the wheel or in your lap

2. Take a deep, soothing breath through your
nose as if you are sniffing a sweet smelling rose.
Breathe in deeply and smoothly, and out.

Feel the back of your throat open and feel the
air go right down into your lower lungs.

3. Repeat, this time including counts. Count to
three as you breathe in and to six as you breathe
out.

(in) '2, 3' – (out) '2, 3, 4, 5, 6'

(in) '2, 3' – (out) '2, 3, 4, 5, 6'

(in) '2, 3' – (out) '2, 3, 4, 5, 6'

Do this until the movement is smooth and
completely controlled.

4. Repeat the first exercise, but this time, when
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breathing out for six counts, do it on the sound
'AH'. Start with a breathy sound.

(in) '2, 3 – ah' (6 counts, breathy tone)

5. Repeat the exercise three times, every time
turning more breath into sound until the note is
clear and completely without breath.

(in) '2, 3 – ah' (6 counts, less breath in the tone)

(in) '2, 3 – ah' (6 counts, even less breath tone)

(in) '2, 3 – ah' (6 counts, no breath left)

6. When you are ready, extend the count to 4/8,
5/10 and 6/12.

7. Stop long before you become light headed.

This exercise helps you to increase your
breathing capacity while at the same time
opening the back of your throat and enlarging
your chest cavity – rooting and shooting.
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Exercise 2: Surprise

1. Imagine you see a good friend coming in
through the door or passing by on the road.
Draw your breath in, surprised. Feel how your
throat opens up and the air rushes straight into
the lower lungs.

2. You realise this friend is supposed to be at
work, so you call out in surprise:

'Aha!'

Your surprise increases so you call louder:

'Ahaa!'

Let them hear you from across the road:

'Ahaaa!'

They don’t hear you, so call louder:

'Ahaaa!'

They still don’t hear you, so belt it out:

'Ahaaaa!!'

The surprised in-breath at the beginning helps to
open your throat while the supported aha opens up
your chest for resonance. As you repeat the aha
with increasing excitement, you work harder with
your diaphragm every time to make sure you are
increasing your volume and sustaining the chest
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resonance without flattening the tone and
increasing the pitch. It works on rooting, shooting
and a little fruiting.

Exercise 3

1. Sing out your vowels from your diaphragm
and make sure they resonate and carry.

Pull the sound into your chest, don’t force it out
through your throat. Imagine that you are
creating a vacuum in the room or in your car,
filled with sound.

'mah – meh – me – maw – moooh'

Repeat.

This resonance exercise builds on the previous
one. Creating a mental picture of pulling in the
sound rather than pushing it out helps you to open
your throat and let the sound resonate in your chest
cavity. At the same time you practise your vowels as
you change the shape of your mouth where the
sound continues to resonate as it emerges from your
chest through your open throat. It works on the
trunk (shoot) and the branches.
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Exercise 4: More vowels

1. Practise the Queen’s vowels along with some
others using the following quote from
Shakespeare’s Macbeth.

"Fair is foul and foul is fair,
Hover through the fog and filthy air."

2. Repeat it playing with the vowels. Stretch the
vowel sounds out and let them grow. Give them
good diaphragm support.

3. Now simply speak the text, but focus on the
melodious sounds of the vowels.

Building on the previous exercise this one
continues with vowels, but now embeds them in
words. It allows you to play with the vowels,
rolling them around in your mouth and tasting
them. You can really play with using the vowels
to infuse a word with meaning. Let the branches
bear flowers and fruit.

Exercise 5: Consonants

1. Focussing on the tip of the tongue, say the
following. Always remember to support the
sound with the diaphragm. Repeat each line
three times:

'lalala lalala lalala la' (x3)

'tetete tetete tetete tah' (x3)
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'dedede dedede dah' (x3)

'nenene nenene nenene nah' (x3)

2. Focussing on the lips, say the following.
Always remember to support the sound with the
diaphragm. Repeat each line three times:

'pepepe pepepe pepepe pah' (x3)

'bebe bebebe bebebe bah' (x3)

'mememe mememe mememe mah' (x3)

'mememe nenene mememe nenene' (x3)

3. Focussing on the back of the tongue, say the
following. Always remember to support the
sound with the diaphragm. Repeat each line
three times:

'kekeke kekeke kekeke kah' (x3)

'gegege gegege gegege gah' (x3)

'kekeke tetete kekeke tetete' (x3)

'gegege dedede gegege dedede' (x3)

This Cecily Berry exercise really helps you work
on the agility of your articulation muscles,
switching between the back of the tongue, the lips
and the tip of the tongue. If you remember to
support the sound from your diaphragm, it also
integrates breathing with articulation work – roots
to branches.
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Exercise 6: Gourmet sounds

1. Repeat the first Macbeth quote. Feel the
vowels and consonants as though you can taste
them. Let them roll around in your mouth,
make music with them. Repeat three times.

"Double double toil and trouble
Fire burn and cauldron bubble."

Again this exercise builds on the previous one,
embedding the precise consonant movements into
words with meaning and so working on integrating
branching and bearing fruit.

Exercise 7: Strong start

1. Repeat the exercise where you start
conversationally and then increase the volume
without increasing the pitch of your sound. Use
the first line of your intended speech or
presentation.

2. It is vital that you start your presentation spot
on. No fumbling and no looking for what you
want to say. Start strong and direct.Think again
of the sentence and repeat the exercise, first
conversationally and then slowly building it.

3. Repeat again, this time without building it.
Start it where you just ended it. Start
immediately, strong and direct.
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You are ready to integrate all the different
aspects of your lovely voice tree in one movement.
When you get on stage, on air or just on your feet,
you can immediately root, shoot, branch and bear
fruit in the first instant that you begin to speak.
Take a short moment before you open your mouth
to check all the systems, then lift the curtains in one
moment and invite your audience into your soul
without hesitation, self-consciousness or fear.

We have all, at one time or another,
been performers, and many of us still are –
politicians, playboys, cardinals and kings."

Sir Laurence Olivier
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You have what it takes. Now go
and make the impact that you

know you can.
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Workshops by
Petro Janse van Vuuren PhD
Petro has been training and coaching voice work

for the last 18 years, both as a trainer of actors and
presentation-skills teacher. She received her initial
training at the Academy for Drama Arts in Cape
Town under guidance of the acclaimed actress and
drama teacher Babs Laker. She honed her skills first
as school drama teacher and then as actor and
director at the University of KwaZulu-Natal. Here
she reinterpreted her classical training for the more
contemporary performer.

She has taught confident voice to a variety of
people, including

• actors in training who found voice work boring
and old fashioned

• performers who wanted to move their
audiences to both tears and laughter
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• lay preachers from the Lutheran Seminary
who needed to speak with authority and interest

• professors of microbiology who needed to
keep their students interested and awake

• environmentalists from CEED who had to
present policy-altering proposals

• rap artists from Western Cape band RIP who
needed lang longe and the ability to present
themselves with vocal confidence

• radio DJs who wanted to engage their
audiences to keep on listening.

In addition, Petro is a skilled performer and
speaker who daily uses her own voice with skill and
power.

Workshops and courses:

Dr Petro Janse van Vuuren of Playing Mantis
offers voice training and presentation-skills
workshops and courses for everyone who needs to
speak as part of their work.
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Voice training: Speak confidently and move your
audience

1. Master the voice ABC to start cultivating an
inviting and confident voice.

2. Grow your voice to communicate your
message and your intent confidently and
invitingly so that your audience is moved to
action.

Each of these topics can be run as either a half-
day group workshop or six to eight weeks’
individual voice-training sessions.

Presentation skills: Deliver and design
presentations that boom your business

1. Presenting ABC – master the presenting ABC
so that you can make a lasting impression.

2. Structure your story – structure presentations
as stories of transformation so that your
audience will never be the same again.

These are mostly presented as half- or full-day
group workshops.
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Voice ABC: Find your speaker's voice

Your voice is in your body – if your body is even
just a little bit nervous, it shows in your voice.

With simple vocal techniques, you can look and
sound confident even when you are nervous or
speaking in a second language or speaking in front
of your peers.

This session will give you

• a quick six-point checklist from A to F so you
can look, feel and sound confident in any
situation

• vocal techniques for controlling your breath
and your voice

• a vocal quality that instils trust

• a boost in self-confidence and self-esteem that
will impact your income.

Previous participants’ comments:

At first I worried if the workshop would in
fact help me and if I would have to do
something embarrassing, but the atmos-
phere was welcoming, very practical and I
learned a confidence that accepts mistakes.

Pietermaritzburg participant, Oct 2010
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Grow Your Voice to Speak with Confidence

As with training for a marathon, your body
needs to unlearn bad habits and relearn new ones
so that speaking invitingly and confidently becomes
automatic.

This course is designed to help you automatically
do the following:

• find a good posture that helps you relax and
communicate confidence

• use breath to control your voice and your
nerves

• produce a rich warm voice that invites
attention and instils trust

• shape sounds skilfully so that every word is
heard without strain

• create emotional engagement by enticing the
listener to keep on listening.

Previous participants’ comments:

What I learned from the workshop is
voice control and confidence when you get
on stage – how to have more strength and
energy and give a positive message.

Reza Rust 'Zati G', rapper for RIP
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Presenting ABC - Make a lasting impression

When you are your business, the success of your
business is dependent on how well you sell yourself
and how clearly you communicate your ideas.

Presenting yourself and your ideas confidently
and clearly so that your audience gets it, is essential
for building your business.

This session will give you

• a quick six-point checklist for looking, feeling
and sounding confident in any situation

• techniques for mastering butterflies and stage
fright

• tools for communicating clearly and
authentically

• tips for connecting with your audience
sincerely.

Previous participants’ comments:

The workshop was a very positive
experience. I can apply the principles taught
and improve my presentation/commu-
nication ability.

Bronwyn Jenkins, librarian
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Structure Your Story - Move your audiences to
change forever.

Amidst the explosion of information across the
globe, trainers, teachers, consultants and coaches
want to move audiences to permanent change.

Story structure is a powerful and creative tool for

• designing a presentation or programme to
stand out and bring lasting transformation

• packaging large amounts of information,
complicated material and abstract ideas
succinctly and powerfully

You will learn about

• the five stages of lasting change

• the four forces essential to growth

• the three levels of impact.

Previous participants’ comments:

I feel I can use all the info gained from
new insight to tell a story that will resonate
with my clients. Offer practical and real how-
to solutions.

Participant from Added Value
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Contact Petro Janse van Vuuren to
book a workshop, workshop series or
to order additional copies of this book

email: petro@playingmantis.net

mobile: +27 (0)82 8282259

www.playingmantis.net
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GROW YOUR VOICE
TO SPEAK

WITH CONFIDENCE
A 6 week training course with exercises on CD

GROW YOUR VOICE TO SPEAK WITH CONFIDENCE
A 6 week training course with exercises on CD

Petro Janse van Vuuren

Do you appear confident and competent as you speak?
Do you sound inviting and engaging?
Does your audience experience that you care both about your
message and about them?

There are only two things that can interfere with your ability to answer yes to all three

these questions: tension in your body and fear in your heart. When your body knows

what to do, it can help you control your feelings and focus your mind.

As with training for a marathon, your body needs to unlearn bad habits and relearn

new ones so that speaking invitingly and confidently becomes automatic.

GROW YOUR VOICE TO SPEAK WITH CONFIDENCE is a 6 week course designed to

help you automatically

• find a good posture that helps you relax and communicate confidence

• use your breath to control your voice and your nerves

• produce a rich warm voice that invites attention and instils trust

• shape sounds skilfully so that every word is heard without strain

• create emotional engagement by enticing the listener to keep on listening.

Dr Petro Janse van Vuuren has been

training and coaching voice work for the

last 18 years, both as a trainer of actors

and as presentation-skills teacher.
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